INTRODUCTION
NBS HAS DEVELOPED and used a small portable rubidium clock, which permits time comparisons with other laboratories at much less cost than possible with the traditionally used cesium clocks [1] , [2] . The use of this clock over the past year has shown that time generating clock ensembles perform with stabilities of parts in 1014 for time periods of months. National and international precision time comparisons are done today routinely via Loran-C and portable atomic clocks. Satellite links are being explored today and may become the main link of the future. Nevertheless, portable clocks will be needed to calibrate satellite links and to study variations in such transmissions.
DIscUSSION
The use of portable atomic clocks has been limited due to the cost and cumbersome logistics of the clock transport itself. The benefits of the portable rubidium clock include much more frequent and less expensive clock trips and the use of more than one clock on a single trip with greater ease. The NBS portable rubidium clock travels as hand baggage of one person under the seat in an airliner. In contrast, the cesium clock requires two persons as carriers and an additional seat for itself, plus a powered electrical outlet on the airplane. The rubidium clock features a battery pack which powers it typically for a duration of twenty hours which is sufficient to execute intercontinental trips, including airport transportation, with no need to resort to available electrical power. The stability of the rubidium clock and its sensitivity against environmental effects is almost an order of magnitude inferior to that of cesium clocks. However, in successful round trips, using time closure between departure and arrival at the originating laboratory, very acceptable time comparison precision can be achieved. In fact, the timing comparison precision of this clock can be characterized by At = 2 X 10-12 X T (1) where At is the timing accuracy in a comparison and T is the one-way travel time. Thus timing precisions of the order of 10 ns are realizable with short trips of the order of T = 1 h, and precisions of the order of 100 ns are achievable for intercontinental distances. More frequent portable clock comparisons not only lead to better confidence in the time comparison and more information on the Loran-C link but also to an increased ability to compare frequencies between time generating laboratories even when separated by large distances. In fact, the fractional frequency precision achievable is:
where T is the time interval between two successive clock trips. Thus with a time accuracy of 100 ns and clock trips spaced three months apart, oy = 10-14 is a very realistic number, and is actually achieved by our series of time comparisons as reported below. The time scale noise model is derived from internal measurements at NBS and believed to be typical for today's high performance time scales. The portable clock noise and the time scale rate drift are calculated from the data of Fig. 1 ; therefore, they only apply to the USNO/NBS comparison.
3 we illustrate graphically an estimate of the current instabilities in the USNO and NBS time scales, including the effect of the linear frequency drift apparent in Fig. 1 on ay (r) (the two-sample deviation). We assume that other time scales have instabilities of the same order. Also plotted in Fig. 3 Figs. 1 and 2 are a result of such a fit in the comparisons between UTC-UTC(NBS) and UTC(USNO)-UTC(NBS). The rms error of departure of the actual measurements from the curve is only 0.09 ,us for the USNO/NBS data. We estimate the uncertainty in all three coefficients of the least squares quadratic fit at about ±20 percent for Fig. 1 and ±50 percent for Fig. 2 . We also note that the least squares fit appears to be an adequate model for the given sets of data; however, we caution against applying any conclusions (especially on drift) drawn from our data to past or future sets of similar data. If one analyzes these measurements as departures from the fit due to random instabilities other than the assumed linear frequency drift between the time scales involved, then one obtains the very impressive stability ay(,r -3 months) between the scales of 1.5 X 10-14. The error and stability for the BIH/NBS link is not as good as can be seen from Fig. 2.   1976 1977 Fig. 4 . Comparison of Loran-C data and portable clock data for the links USNO/NBS and BIH/NBS. The curves are identical to those of Fig.  1 and Fig. 2 . The Loran-C data are taken from the BIH Circular D. As in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 The time differences as given by Loran-C measurements are plotted in Fig. 4 . The error and stability associated with the Loran-C data are significantly worse than those achievable by repeated portable clock trips. In fact, one observes significant departures of the Loran-C measurements from the least squares quadratic fit over the course of a year of almost 1 As for the USNO/NBS data and 1.5 ,us for the BIH/NBS data. Also, the data strongly suggest seasonal variations in both Loran-C links. 
CONCLUSION

